Out with the old...  
...in with the new.

Still relying on an outdated test with decades-old normative data to determine visual organization impairment? Bring your practice out of the dark ages with a modern assessment tool that’s more reliable and valid.

Remote version now available!

identi-Fi  
A Test of Visual Organization and Recognition™

Learn more at parinc.com/IdentiFi
A more appealing and accurate test of visual organization

Identifi helps you assess individuals with traumatic brain injury or central nervous system compromise and monitor recovery following a brain injury.

- Includes up-to-date, colorful, and realistic illustrations, making it more relevant to current populations and more adaptable to visually impaired individuals.
- Requires less reliance on motor ability, making the results easier to interpret.
- Features new normative data (N = 901) representative of 2017 U.S. Census statistics.
- Standardized with individuals across the age range (5 to 79 years).
- Includes two subtests (Visual Recognition and Visual Matching) that combine to yield a Visual Organizational Index.
- Is quick and easy to use—administer and score in just 15 minutes.
- Offers percentile ranks, T scores, z scores, normal curve equivalents, and stanines.
- The In-Person e-Stimulus Book is a convenient, more hygienic alternative to paper administration that allows you to administer the Identi-Fi face-to-face via tablet.
- The Identi-Fi Remote is designed specifically for testing your clients when you’re apart. This digital adaptation has demonstrated equivalence to the paper-and-pencil version.

Others: Outdated and bland line drawings

Identi-Fi: Clear, colorful, modern illustrations

**Purpose** Measures visual organizational ability

**Age** 5–79 years

**Format** Paper and pencil; download

**Time** 10 minutes to administer; 5 minutes to score

**Qual** C

---

**Kits**

FLYS-11441-KT  Identi-Fi Introductory Kit........................................................................................................... $389 VALUE ........................................ $339

**Manuals, books, and equipment**

FLYS-11442-TM  Identi-Fi Professional Manual (includes Fast Guide) ................................................................. $73

FLYS-11445-TC  Identi-Fi Stimulus Book ........................................................................................................... $226

**Forms and booklets**

FLYS-11446-RF  Identi-Fi Record Forms (pkg/25) ............................................................................................. $90

*Note: Prices subject to change.*